conclusion. The introduction provides background and explains why a case is noteworthy. The case report includes patient demographics and history and the clinical indication, outlines the procedure, describes and interprets the imaging or study findings, and gives the treatment or the outcome. The discussion communicates the teaching point and the lessons learned. Finally, the conclusion summarizes the key points, provides suggestions or recommendations, and ends with a strong take-home message.

Hopefully, this article has inspired you to write up something interesting that occurred in your laboratory. I promise you, it is easier than you think. Do not be like me, waiting around for a sexy case of situs inversus or dextrocardia. Submit a case study to the JNMT now.
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Erratum

In the article “PET/MRI Assessment of Acute Cardiac Inflammation 1 Month After Left-Sided Breast Cancer Radiation Therapy,” by Chau et al. (J Nucl Med Technol. 2023;51:133–139), Michael Kovacs was omitted as an author. The correct author list is provided below. The authors regret the error.
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